Health care is one of the most exciting frontiers in data mining and machine learning. Successful adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) created an explosion in digital clinical data available for analysis, but progress in machine learning for healthcare research has been di cult to measure because of the absence of publicly available benchmark data sets. To address this problem, we propose four clinical prediction benchmarks using data derived from the publicly available Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC-III) database. These tasks cover a range of clinical problems including modeling risk of mortality, forecasting length of stay, detecting physiologic decline, and phenotype classi cation. We formulate a heterogeneous multitask problem where the goal is to jointly learn multiple clinically relevant prediction tasks based on the same time series data. To address this problem, we propose a novel recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture that leverages the correlations between the various tasks to learn a better predictive model. We validate the proposed neural architecture on this benchmark, and demonstrate that it outperforms strong baselines, including single task RNNs.
INTRODUCTION
In the United States alone, each year over 30 million patients visit hospitals [17] , 83% of which now use a basic electronic health record (EHR) system [26] . This trove of digital clinical data represents a signi cant opportunity for researchers in data mining and machine learning to solve pressing health care problems such as early detection and triage of at-risk patients and identi cation of high-cost patients [6] . Such problems are not new, 1 but the increased availability of digital clinical data and recent high-pro le machine learning successes [20, 57] have sparked a renewed interest in them.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). Conference'17, Washington, DC, USA © 2017 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. . . $15.00 DOI: 10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn While there has been a steady growth in machine learning research for health care, 2 several substantial obstacles have slowed our progress in fully harnessing the value of digital health data. One of the largest is the absence of universally accepted benchmarks to evaluate competing modeling approaches. Such benchmarks play an important role in accelerating progress in machine learning research by focusing the community and facilitating reproducible research and competition. The winning error rates in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) plummeted almost an order of magnitude from 2010 (0.2819) to 2016 (0.02991) [30] . In contrast, practical progress in machine learning for health care has been di cult to measure because of the use of di erent cohorts, task de nitions, and input variables [9, 23, 36, 40] .
In this paper we propose public benchmarks for four di erent clinical problems: mortality prediction, detection of physiologic decompensation, forecasting length of stay (LOS), and phenotyping. Our benchmarks share a common data set derived from the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC-III) database [32] . These data are suitable for research on a variety of machine learning topics, such as learning with skewed target distributions and time series analysis. The code to build our benchmarks is available online at https://github.com/yerevann/mimic3-benchmarks, and we will continue to curate and expand the benchmarks over time.
In addition to establishing results for a number of strong baselines, we also describe a multitask recurrent neural network architecture that learns to solve all four problems jointly, capturing potential long-term dependencies between tasks. While heterogeneous multitask learning has been studied (and in fact was rst proposed) in the context of clinical prediction by Caruana et al. [10] , our setting di ers because our targets are heterogeneous in both output type and temporal structure, e.g., length of stay (regression) is predicted continuously, while in-hospital mortality (classi cation) is predicted once early in admission. Our proposed RNN architecture includes one or more long short-term memory (LSTM) layers shared across tasks, followed by task-speci c multilayer perceptron (MLP) outputs that are temporally aligned to their respective tasks. One of the bene ts of this modular architecture is that it can be easily generalized to larger numbers of diverse prediction problems.
We summarize our main technical contributions here:
(1) We use the MIMIC-III database to derive four rst-of-theirkind standardized benchmarks for machine learning researchers working on clinical modeling problems. (2) We formulate a heterogeneous multitask LSTM architecture to jointly model these clinical prediction problems.
(3) We propose a custom loss function that consists of a weighted combination of the individual task losses. This loss function improves overall performance by ensuring that the model makes reasonable progress on all learning tasks. (4) We demonstrate in experiments that the proposed multitask LSTM outperforms single-task baselines on three out of our four benchmark problems and is competitive on the fourth.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We de ne our benchmark tasks in Section 2 and then provide a comprehensive survey of related work in Section 3. Section 4 describes our proposed LSTM architecture. Section 5 describes our benchmark data set. In Section 6 we present our experimental results and discuss their implications. We conclude the paper by identifying some open problems and future research directions in Section 7.
BENCHMARK PREDICTION TASKS
The tasks included in our benchmarks balance three priorities. First, they are supported by the MIMIC-III database, the largest publicly repository of rich clinical data currently available. MIMIC-III is already widely used in research and is supported by a large community of researchers, making it ideally suited as the foundation of a benchmark.
Second, our tasks are motivated by important and recognized clinical problems. Bates et al. [6] outline six use cases where big data has the greatest potential to impact the US health care system, including early triage and risk assessment [62] , prediction of physiologic decompensation [59] , identi cation of high-cost patients [18] , and characterization of complex, multi-system diseases [55] . Each of our prediction tasks is associated with one of these opportunities, albeit with subtle di erences due to our use of critical care data.
Finally, our tasks comprise a diversity of classic machine learning problems, including binary and multilabel classi cation, regression, and time series classi cation. This last priority led us to omit common clinical prediction tasks that heavily overlapped our nal benchmark tasks, such as 30-day and one-year mortality prediction. However, we expect to add these and other tasks to the suite of benchmarks eventually.
In-hospital mortality
Our rst benchmark task involves prediction of in-hospital mortality from data gathered early in an ICU admission. Mortality is a primary outcome of interest in acute care settings, and early detection of at-risk patients is often the key to improving the outcomes. We formulate mortality prediction as a binary classi cation problem, where the target label indicates whether the patient died before hospital discharge. While traditional models, such as the Simpli ed Acute Physiology Score (SAPS) [35] include only the rst 24 hours, we use a wider 48-hour window to enable the detection of changes and trends that may indicate changes in patient acuity. The PhysioNet/CinC Challenge 2012 used a 48-hour window for the same reason [56] . In contrast to our other tasks, the xed time window in this problem allows the use of models that accept xed-length inputs without extensive feature engineering.
Our primary metric for mortality prediction is an area under the receiver operator characteristic curve (AUROC), the most commonly reported metric in mortality prediction research. However, because absolute AUROC scores can be di cult to interpret in the presence of imbalanced classes, we propose two additional metrics that are better suited to problems with imbalanced classes: the area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) and minimum of precision and sensitivity (min(Se, + P)), a custom metric proposed in the Physionet/CinC Challenge 2012 [56] . In our benchmark data set, 4,493 (10.63%) out of 42,276 patients died in-hospital.
Decompensation
Our second benchmark involves detection of patients who are physiologically decompensating, or whose conditions are deteriorating precipitously. In an e ort to improve outcomes for such patients, many hospitals are deploying "track-and-trigger" programs. For each patient, clinical sta periodically compute an early warning score that quanti es physiologic condition. Low scores, either overall or in certain categories, trigger an alert, which in turn summons a rapid response team of acute care specialists, who then take over care for the triggering patient.
There are a variety of ways to de ne decompensation, but most objective evaluations of early warning scores are based on accurate prediction of mortality within a xed time window, e.g., 24 hours [59] after assessment. Following suit, we formulate our decompensation benchmark task as a time series binary classi cation problem, in which the target label indicates whether the patient will die within the next 24 hours. In our benchmark, predictions are made once per hour for every hour after admission. This problem lends itself to sliding window classi ers and supervised state space models.
We use the same metrics for decompensation as for mortality, i.e., AUROC, AUPRC, and min(Sen, + P). Because we care about per-prediction (vs. per-patient) accuracy in this task, overall performance is computed as the micro-average over all predictions regardless of patient.
Forecasting length of stay
Our third benchmark task involves forecasting hospital length of stay (LOS), one of the most important drivers of overall hospital cost [3, 18] . Patients with long LOS not only require greater hospital resources but also are often among the sickest, with complex, persistent conditions that are not immediately life threatening but nonetheless di cult to treat. One of the major initiatives for reducing health care spending involves early identi cation of these high-cost patients.
LOS is naturally formulated as a regression task. Traditional research focuses on accurate prediction of LOS early in admission, but in our benchmark we predict the remaining length of stay once per hour for every hour after admission, similar to decompensation. Such a model can be used to help hospitals and care units make decisions about sta ng and resource on a regular basis, e.g., at the beginning of each day or at shift changes.
Because there is no widely accepted evaluation metric for LOS predictions, we use standard regression metrics like mean squared error (MSE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). The distribution of patient and daily remaining length of stay are shown in the top row of Figure 1 . In practice, hospitals round to the nearest day when billing, and stays over 1-2 weeks are considered extreme outliers which, if predicted, would trigger special interventions [18] . Thus, we also design a custom metric that captures how length of stay is measured and studied in practice. First, we divide the range of values into ten buckets, one bucket for extremely short visits (less than one day), seven day-long buckets for each day of the rst week, and two "outlier" buckets-one for stays of over one week but less than two, and one for stays of over two weeks. This converts length-ofstay prediction into an ordinal multiclass classi cation problem. To evaluate prediction accuracy for this problem formulation, we use Cohen's linear weighted kappa [7, 15] , which measures correlation between ordered items. The bottom row of Figure 1 shows the distribution of patient length of stay across the ten buckets.
Acute care phenotype classi cation
Our nal benchmark task is the classi cation of acute care phenotypes: given all data for an ICU stay from admission to discharge, we retrospectively predict which common conditions the patient had. 3 Phenotyping has applications in cohort construction for clinical studies, morbidity detection and risk adjustment, quality improvement and surveillance, and diagnosis [46] .
In this task we classify 25 conditions that are common in adult ICUs, including 12 critical (and sometimes life-threatening) conditions, such as respiratory failure and sepsis; 8 chronic conditions that are common comorbidities and risk factors in critical care, such as diabetes and metabolic disorders; and 5 conditions considered "mixed" because they are recurring or chronic with periodic acute episodes. The full list is shown in Table 1 , along with prevalence within the benchmark data set. To identify these conditions, we use the single-level de nitions from the Health Cost and Utilization (HCUP) Clinical Classi cation Software (CCS) [2] . These de nitions group ICD-9 billing and diagnostic codes into mutually exclusive, largely homogeneous disease categories, reducing some of the noise, redundancy, and ambiguity in the original ICD-9 codes. HCUP CCS code groups are used for reporting to state and national agencies, so they constitute sensible phenotype labels.
Because diseases can co-occur (in fact, 99% of patients in our benchmark data set have more than one diagnosis), we formulate phenotyping as a multi-label classi cation problem. Similar to Lipton et al. [38] , we report macro-and micro-averaged AUROC. We also add a weighted average AUROC metric that takes disease prevalence into account.
RELATED WORK
Here we provide a broad review of related work in clinical prediction, clinical applications of deep learning, and multitask learning. There is an extensive body of research on each of these topics, and we will attempt to highlight only the most representative or relevant work since a full treatment is not possible.
Clinical prediction
Interest in modeling risk of mortality in hospitalized patients dates back over half a century: the Apgar score [5] for assessing risk in newborns was rst published in 1952. One of the most widely used risk models is SAPS, which predicts in-hospital mortality from data available within the rst 24 hours of admission. Traditionally computed by hand, such scores are designed to require as few inputs as possible and to focus on admission data and individual abnormal observations rather than patterns or trends over time.
Recent research has used machine learning techniques like state space models and time series mining to integrate more detailed data about the patient into mortality prediction. Much of this work aims to make predictions based on complex temporal patterns of physiology rather than individual deranged measurements [40, 42] . Others leverage information from clinical notes, extracted using topic models [9, 23] . All of these approaches outperform baselines based on prede ned scores, but results are generally not comparable due to use of di erent data.
The detection of patients that are physiologically decompensating, or whose conditions are deteriorating rapidly, is at the center of "track-and-trigger" initiatives, which aim to improve outcomes by rapidly delivering specialized care to the sickest patients. Early warning scores, such as the National Early Warning Score (NEWS) [59] being deployed throughout the United Kingdom, detect decompensation using clinician-de ned thresholds on a handful of physiologic variables. Like traditional risk scores, most early warning scores are applied manually and emphasize simplicity.
There has been a great deal of machine learning research on the related problem of condition monitoring, but most of this work formulates the task as anomaly detection [4, 41, 52] , rather than continuous mortality prediction. Other related works model the risk of individual conditions such as Clostridium di cile infection [58] or sepsis [27] over time. Caballero Barajas and Akella [9] and Ghassemi et al. [22] both train temporal risk models but use them to forecast eventual, rather than imminent, mortality.
Hospitals use patient LOS as both a measure of a patient's acuity and for scheduling and resource management [3] . Most LOS research has focused on identifying factors that in uence LOS [28] rather than building predictive models. Both severity of illness scores [47] and early warning scores [48] have been used to predict LOS but with mixed success. There has been limited machine learning research concerned with length of stay, most of it focused on speci c conditions [50] and cohorts [24] . None of this work has addressed continuous prediction of length of stay over time.
Phenotype classi cation is a relatively new medical informatics problem that has seen a surge of interest from machine learning researchers [1, 25, 38, 42] . Recent work has explored ways to make development of phenotype classi ers more scalable by reducing the need for large numbers of labeled training records [1, 25] . Lipton et al. [38] were among the rst researchers to formulate phenotyping as a multi-label time series classi cation problem, which is the setup we use in this work.
Deep learning for clinical data
Because our proposed framework leverages techniques from deep learning, here we call special attention to both historical and recent research that applies neural network architectures to clinical data. In predicting mortality from early admission data, feedforward neural networks nearly always outperform baselines based on logistic regression or severity of illness scores [10, 11, 14] . However, to our knowledge, there has been little work on using recurrent neural networks to analyze temporal clinical data and model risk of mortality in hospitalized patients. Likewise, neural networks have not been widely applied to detection of patient decompensation or continuous prediction of imminent mortality.
There is a great deal of early research that uses neural networks to predict LOS in hospitalized patients [24, 43] . However, rather than regression, much of this work formulates the task as binary classi cation aimed at identifying patients at risk for long stays [8] . Recently, novel deep learning architectures have been proposed for survival analysis [53, 61] , a similar time-to-event regression task with right censoring.
Phenotyping has been a popular application for deep learning researchers in recent years, though model architecture and problem de nition vary widely. Lasko et al. [34] and Che et al. [12] each applied feedfoward architectures to clinical time series in sliding window fashion in order to mine phenotypic patterns of physiology. Razavian et al. [54] proposed a novel temporal convolutional network for a related problem, predicting future diagnoses. Choi et al. [13] used a long short-term memory network to model sequences of diagnostic codes, a proxy task for disease progression.
Our work is closely related to several recent papers. Lipton et al. [38] were the rst to show that recurrent neural networks could classify over a hundred di erent diagnoses in variable length clinical time series. Purushotham et al. [51] use an adversarial recurrent framework to perform domain adaptation between di ernt patient age groups They apply this model to both mortality prediction and diagnostic classi cation, but use separate data sets for each task.
Multitask learning
Multitask learning has its roots in clinical prediction: Caruana et al. [10] used future lab values as auxiliary targets during training improved prediction of mortality among pneumonia patients. Much of the subsequent work on multitask learning found applications in health care and related domains, where correlations between related tasks can improve prediction performance -especially with limited training data. Nori et al. [45] and Che et al. [12] both encode prede ned similarity between diseases (based on an ontology) into an explicit graph Laplacian regularizer for mortality prediction and phenotype classi cation. Lipton et al. [38] and Razavian et al. [54] formulate phenotyping as a multi-label classi cation problem and use neural networks to implicitly capture co-morbidities in hidden layers.
After Caruana et al. [10] , there has been only limited work on multitask learning with heterogeneous tasks. Yang et al. [60] introduce a general framework for learning a mixture of regression and classi cation models with joint feature selection and apply it to gene expression data. Ngufor et al. [44] apply a similar framework to jointly solving thirteen related clinical tasks, including predicting mortality and length of stay. In computer vision, Li et al. [37] and Elhoseiny et al. [19] both showed that using a single model to perform joint detection (classi cation) and pose estimation (regression) improves generalization on both tasks. However, none of this work addresses problem settings where sequential or temporal structure varies across tasks. The closest work in spirit to ours is by Collobert and Weston [16] , who use a single convolutional network to perform a variety of natural language tasks (part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, and language modeling) with diverse sequential structure.
METHODS
We begin by introducing notation and brie y revisiting the fundamentals of long short-term memory recurrent neural networks [29] , or LSTM RNNs, in order to establish our basic model architecture. We then describe how to build a uni ed heterogeneous multitask LSTM for joint prediction of all our clinical tasks. For a given ICU stay of length T hours, we assume we are given a series of regularly spaced observations {x t } T t ≥1 , where x t is a vector of clinical observations at hour t.
We also have a set of targets for each stay: {d t } T t ≥1 where d t ∈ {0, 1} is a list of T binary labels for decompensation, one for each hour; m ∈ {0, 1} is single binary label indicating whether the patient died in-hospital; { t } T t ≥1 where t ∈ R is a list of real valued numbers indicating remaining length of stay (hours until discharge) at each time step; and p 1:K ∈ {0, 1} K is a vector of K binary phenotype labels. When training our models to predict length of stay, we instead use a set of categorical labels {l t } T t ≥1 where l t ∈ {1, . . . , 10} indicates in which of the ten length-of-stay buckets t belongs. When used in the context of equations (e.g., as the output of a softmax or in a loss function), we will interpret l t as a one-of-ten hot binary vector, indexing the ith entry as l t i .
The LSTM takes a sequence {x t } T t ≥1 of length T as its input and outputs a T -long sequence of {h t } T t ≥1 hidden state vectors using the following equations:
The σ (sigmoid) and tanh functions are applied element-wise. Unlike Lipton et al. [38] , we use peephole connections (w ci , w cf and w co ) [21] . The W matrices and w and b vectors are the trainable parameters of the LSTM. Later we will use h t = LST M(x t , h t −1 ) as a shorthand for the above equations.
We then add the following output layers to predict each of our benchmark tasks:
, p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p K :
For in-hospital mortality, we consider only the rst 48 timesteps {x t } t m t ≥1 , and predict in-hospital mortality m at t m = 48 by adding a multilayer perceptron output layer with sigmoid activation that takes only h t m as its input. For decompensation, we consider the full sequence {x t } T t ≥1 and generate a sequence of mortality predictions { d } T t ≥1 by adding an MLP output at every step. For phenotyping, we consider the full sequence but predict phenotypes p only at the last timestep T by adding a multi-label MLP with sigmoid activations only at the last timestep.
Similar to decompensation, we predict LOS by adding an MLP output at each timestep, but we experimented with two di erent types of output layers. The rst is a dense linear output MLP that makes a real valued prediction t . The second is a softmax output MLP with ten neurons that outputs a distribution over the ten LOS buckets l t .
For all binary classi cation problems (mortality, decompensation, and phenotyping), we use cross entropy loss de ned as
For predicting LOS buckets, we use multiclass cross entropy de ned over the B buckets:
For raw LOS, we use MSE. For decompensation and LOS, we average the loss over steps. We summarize the per-task loss functions for a single example as follows:
The full multitask LSTM architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2 . In our experiments we found that the categorical formulation of length of stay ( l t ) performed better than the raw version ( t ) and so we used l t in the nal multitask architecture. To train our multitask LSTM, we used the following weighted loss function:
Following [49] we apply dropout on non-recurrent connections between LSTM layers and before outputs.
DATA
We built our benchmarks using data from the MIMIC-III critical care database, which includes over 60,000 ICU stays across 40,000 critical care patients. We excluded all neonatal and pediatric patients (age 18 or younger at time of ICU stay) because the physiology of pediatric critical care patients di ers signi cantly from adults. We also excluded any hospital admission with multiple ICU stays or transfers between di erent ICU units or wards. The nal cohort has 33,798 unique patients with a total of 42,276 hospital admissions and ICU stays. To facilitate direct comparison of model performance across di erent projects, we de ned a xed test set of 5,070 (15%) patient stays. However, we encourage researchers using our benchmarks to follow best practices by avoiding looking at the test data as much as possible. We determined in-hospital mortality by comparing patient date of death (DOD) with hospital admission and discharge times. The mortality rate within the benchmark cohort is 10.63%. We computed decompensation labels in sliding window fashion, based on whether patient DOD falls within the next 24 hours from the current time. For LOS, we used the existing LOS eld from the MIMIC-III database and then computed the hourly remaining LOS targets using a sliding window. Figure 1 shows the distributions of patient LOS and hourly remaining LOS in our nal cohort.
We determined phenotype labels based on the MIMIC-III ICD-9 diagnosis table. First, we mapped each code to its HCUP CCS category, retaining only the 25 categories from Table 1 . We then matched diagnoses to ICU stays using the hospital admission identi er, since ICD-9 codes in MIMIC-III are associated with hospital visits, not ICU stays. By excluding hospital admissions with multiple ICU stays, we reduced some of the ambiguity in these labels: there is only one ICU stay per hospital admission with which the diagnosis can be associated. While a certain amount of label noise is inevitable in ICD-9 codes, by taking these steps (as well as applying CCS groupings), we are reasonably con dent that we have signi cantly reduced the amount of noise in our nal phenotype labels.
As of this writing, our benchmark data set includes 17 physiologic time series variables that represent a subset of the variables included in the Physionet/CinC Challenge 2012 data set [56] . Code for generating our exact benchmark data set from MIMIC-III is available at https://github.com/yerevann/mimic3-benchmarks.
EXPERIMENTS
During model development, we use 15% of the prede ned training set as validation data and train the models on the remaining 85%. All architectures are trained for several con gurations of hyperparameters, and the best model is chosen according to the performance on the validation set. The nal scores are reported on the test set, which we used sparingly during model development in order to avoid unintentional test set leakage.
Baselines
We compare our multitask LSTM with two types of single-task baselines: linear (logistic) regression with hand-engineered features and single-task LSTMs, both of which have previously been e ective in modeling clinical time series [38, 51] . We omit baselines based on severity of illness scores like SAPS for two reasons. First, in a variety of previous work, strong machine learning models were shown to outperform SAPS by large margins [9, 23, 56] . Second, the current version of our benchmark data set does not include all of the SAPS variables, so any comparison would not be apples-to-apples. For our linear baselines, we use a more elaborate version of the hand-engineered features described in Lipton et al. [38] : for each variable, we compute six di erent sample statistic features on seven di erent subsequences of a given time series. For mortality, this includes only the rst 48 hours, while for phenotyping this includes the entire ICU stay. For decompensation and LOS, we apply the classi er in sliding window fashion, so that the features are recomputed at each time step. The per-subsequence features include minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation, skew and number of measurements. The seven subsequences include the full time series, the rst 10% of time, rst 25% of time, rst 50% of time, last 50% of time, last 25% of time, last 10% of time. In total, we obtain 17 × 7 × 6 = 714 features per time series.
We train a separate logistic regression classi er for each of mortality, decompensation, and the 25 phenotypes. For LOS, we trained a softmax regression model to solve the 10-class bucketed LOS problem.
For LSTMs we resample the time series into regularly spaced intervals. If there are multiple measurements of the same variable in the same interval, we use the value of the last measurement. We impute the missing values using the previous value if it exists and a pre-speci ed "normal" value otherwise. 4 In addition, we also as a binary mask input for each variable indicating the timesteps that contain a true (vs. imputed) measurement [39] . Categorical variables are encoded using a one-hot vector at each timestep. Then the inputs are then normalized by subtracting the mean and dividing by standard deviation. Statistics are calculated per variable after imputation of missing values.
Model selection
We used a grid search to tune all hyperparameters based on validation set performance. For logistic regression models, we tried both L1 and L2 regularization with di erent coe cients. For mortality and decompensation, the best performing logistic regression used L2 regularization with C = 0.001. For phenotyping, the best performing logistic regression used L1 regularization with C = 0.1. For 4 The normal values we used can be found at https://github.com/YerevaNN/ mimic3-benchmarks/blob/master/resources/variable_ranges.csv. LOS, the best performing logistic regression used L2 regularization with C = 10 −5 .
For single-task LSTMs, hyperparameters included dropout, numbers of memory cells in LSTM layers, and whether to use one or two LSTM layers. All LSTMs were trained using ADAM [? ] with a 10 −4 learning rate and β 1 = 0.5. The best single-task LSTM architecture for mortality and decompensation had a single LSTM layer with 256 neurons and no dropout. Phenotyping was the only task where adding a second LSTM layer and dropout helped to improve performance. The best LOS LSTM model had one layer of 256 neurons and no dropout. The best performing 1-layer and 2-layer phenotype LSTM models used 1024 and 512 neurons per layer, respectively. Table 5 reports metrics for both versions of LSTM.
For the multitask LSTM, we used only a single LSTM layer with 1024 neurons and used grid search to tune the values of λ d , λ m , λ l and λ p in the weight loss function. Over tting was a serious problem, with mortality and decompensation prediction validation performance degrading faster than the others. To ameliorate this, we used lower values for λ d and λ m . We obtained our best results using the following settings:
The scores for this model are reported in the tables under the name "Multitask LSTM. "
Results
The results for each of the mortality, decompensation, LOS, and phenotyping tasks are reported in Table 2, Table 3, Table 4 , and Table 5 , respectively. We rst note that LSTM-based models outperformed linear models by substantial margins across across all metrics on every task. This is consistent with previous research comparing neural networks to linear models for mortality prediction [14] and phenotyping [38] , but it is nonetheless noteworthy because questions still remain about the potential e ectiveness of deep learning for health data, especially given the often modest size of the data relative to their complexity. Our results provide further evidence that complex architectures can be e ectively trained on non-Internet scale health data and that while challenges like overtting persist, they can be mitigated with careful regularization schemes, including dropout and multitask learning. The multitask LSTM clearly outperformed the baselines on the mortality and decompensation tasks. For LOS we see mixed results: the single-task LSTM has a slight advantage in terms of Cohen's linear kappa score (for the bucketed evaluation), but the di erences are unlikely to be signi cant. On the other hand, the multitask LSTM outperforms single-task LSTM on the standard regression metrics.
Likewise, on the phenotyping task, the nal multitask LSTM falls short of the best one-and two-layer single-task LSTMs. We hypothesize that this is because phenotype classi cation is itself a multitask problem and already bene ts from regularization by sharing LSTM layers across the 25 di erent phenotypes. The addition of further tasks with loss weighting may limit the multitask LSTM's ability to e ectively learn to recognize individual phenotypes. Table 6 shows the per-phenotype AUROC for the two-layer single-task LSTM. We observe that performance on the individual diseases varies widely from 0.6779 (essential hypertension) and 0.9089 (acute cerebrovascular disease).
While training the multitask LSTM, we observed that validation performance for di erent tasks converged and then over t at di erent rates. This is illustrated in Figure 3a . Because we chose the best multitask LSTM based on overall validation performance across all tasks, it is unlikely that the chosen model achieved optimal performance on each individual task. This puts the multitask LSTM at a signi cant disadvantage when compared against single-task LSTMs, each which optimizes individual task performance.
This also meant that individual task performance was highly sensitive to choice of loss weights in our weighted multitask loss function. In particular, we found that by varying the loss weights, we could trade o mortality and decompensation accuracy against LOS and phenotyping performance. As shown in Figure 3a , the multitask LSTM with equally weighted losses quickly over ts the mortality and decompensation problems but makes only limited progress on LOS and phenotyping. On the other hand, an LSTM with loss weights λ d = 1.0, λ m = 0.1, λ l = 0.1, and λ p = 1.0 su ers less over tting and makes gradual progress on all tasks. This Table 2 ). Another model with λ d = 1.0, λ m = 0.1, λ l = 0.1 and λ p = 1.0 got an 0.9119 AUC score for decompensation prediction task (reported as "Multitask LSTM**" in Table 3 ). For risk-related tasks like mortality and decompensation, we are also interested how reliable the probabilities estimated by our predictive models are. This is known as calibration and is a common method for evaluating predictive models in the clinical research literature. In a well calibrated model, 10% all patients who receive a predicted probability of decompensation do in fact decompensate. We included no formal measure of calibration in our benchmark evaluations, but in Figure 4 we informally visualize calibration for mortality and decompensation predictions from our best overall multitask LSTM using reliability plots. These are scatter plots of predicted probability (computed by creating decile bins of predictions and then taking the mean value within each bin) vs. actual probability (the rate of, e.g., mortality, within each bin). Better calibrated predictions will fall closer to the diagonal. We see that the LSTM mortality predictions look reasonably calibrated, but the LSTM appears to unpredict probability of decompensation.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed four rst-of-their-kind standardized benchmarks for machine learning researchers interested in clinical data problems, including in-hospital mortality, decompensation, length of stay, and phenotyping. Our benchmark data set is similar to other MIMIC-III patient cohorts described in by machine learning publications but makes use of a larger number of patients and is immediately accessible to other researchers who wish to replicate our experiments or build upon our work.
We also described a uni ed neural net architecture for learning and predicting all four clinical tasks simultaneously. This model consists of a heterogeneous multitask LSTM RNN and a custom loss function that consists of a weighted combination of the individual task losses. To our knowledge, this is the rst multitask RNN architecture designed for tasks that have both heterogeneous types and varied temporal structure. We found that the weighted loss function improves overall performance by ensuring that the model makes reasonable progress on all learning tasks. Our results demonstrate that the phenotyping and length-of-stay prediction tasks are more challenging and require larger model architectures than mortality and decompensation prediction tasks. Even small LSTM models easily over t the latter two problems. We also demonstrated that the proposed multitask learning architecture allows us to extract certain useful information from the input sequence that single-task models could not leverage, which explains the better performance of multitask LSTM on the easier tasks. We did not, however, nd any signi cant bene t in using multitask learning for the more di cult tasks.
We plan to continue improving and expanding our benchmark data set by adding further observational variables, inputs and outputs, and medications and treatments. This should not only enable improved performance on the existing benchmarks but also facilitate interesting new research problems, such as treatment recommendation and causal inference. We will also add results for additional baselines, both traditional (SAPS) and modern (Gaussian Processes) to future revisions of this manuscript and post and track published results using our benchmark at project github repository, 5 where code to construct the benchmark and train and run our models can be found. We also plan to re ne our evaluations based on community feedback. For example, we would like to include formal measures calibration (visualized informally in Figure 4 ) for mortality and decompensation based on, e.g., the Hosmer-Lemeshow test.
We are interested in further investigating the practical challenges of multitask training. In particular, for our four very di erent tasks, the model converges and then over ts at very di erent rates during training. This is often addressed through the use of heuristics, including a multitask variant of early stopping, in which we identify the best epoch for each task based on individual task validation loss. 6 We proposed the use of per-task loss weighting, which reduced the problem but did not fully mitigate it. One promising direction dynamically adapt these coe cients during training, similar to the adaptation of learning rates in optimizers like ADAM [33] .
